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On the day after the four officers
who shot Amadon Dial lo were
acquitted of all charuc-, thousands. - -
of protesters rallied around 59th
St. and 5th AVL to sho\\ their anger
over the trial proceedings and the
verdict.
BLaring signs and banners. beat-
ing drums and chaminu ;1S thcv
~ -
marched. some protesters headed
downtown as the crowd dispersed.
In smaller groups. they streamed
towards Cit: llall ThL cops out-
numbered the large duster or pro-
testers-garnered near the northwest
coma of Bryant Park.
Although many of them spokeat
intervals, one woman in particular
grabbed the attention of the crowd.
"How can yOU kiss your babv- - -
goodnight knowing that you' vc
killed somebody else 's?" the
woman asked the police officers
standing a few feet from her on the
curb. She stared hard at the
Caucasian faces in the crowd.
declaring that white people arc the
cause of the trial's outcome. She
also touched on how black people
fed into the process.
Some Baruch students are pas-







hiring insisted that there is not
enough people of color to fill the
available positions.
... Professor John Todd. chair of the
English department. is one of
many administrators who attribute
the lack of non-white faculty on
the small number who are quali-
fied enough to teach here~ .
"We hire people \vho are going to
fit into the department." said Todd.
"We want to have authorities
teaching our students." As the
largest department at the College.
the English department currently
employs 10 full-time. non-white
professors, up from eight 10 years
ago.
As part of its recruitment efforts.









. In rec~t weeks. a-three-part
series on the hiring of Black,
Latino and Asian professors
sought to report on the progress of






only 14 percent of its faculty and
managerial staff are Black. Latino.
Asian or of another ethnic group.
That percentage is only 6 percent
higher than the it was in 1990. The
research yielded two separate
viewpoints.







Woman leads cry a";"· t d'Diallo Trial on Feb g2aSIn(pshCtOPNs urrng SR~IIY at Bryant Park. Protesters vent their anger at the outcome ofthe
• • 00 anessa mgh) .
Baruch will lose valuable space if it
does not find a new building by the
time its' leases are up. If this happens
two of the buildings will soon have to
be evacuated.
"Space is our most critical
resource." said Karl Schmid. the
assistant vice president of Campus
Facilities and Operations. seemingly
scared. "There is no vacant space on
campus."
Most seemed apathetic to the lack of
space problem. "It doesn't concern
me," said one administrator. One stu-









elections are quickly approaching.
USG is the result of last year's
union of the two previously separate
day and evening student govern-
ments. Last spring. the current gov-
ernment was the first to be elected.
Although the elections are sched-
uled for Apr. 10-13. preparation is
already under way as candidates
begin to get ready. Declaration of
Candidacy Forms have been avail-
able in the Office of Student Life
(360 PAS - suite 1512) since Feb.
~ 5. Besides the appl ications, these
forms provide detailed information
on deadlines. procedures. elizibilitv
and campaigning.· The into~atio~
is also posted on the web at
www.scsu. baruch.cuny. edu.
As the main requirement 01' the
Candidacy Form. potential candi-
dates are required tocoUect 20
undergraduate students signatures to
appear on the ballot. A platform
statement is optional. Candidacv
forms. petitions. and platforms ar~
currently being accepted. March 9 is
the deadline to turn them in.
March 9 is also the deadline for
filing any proposed referendum. All
referenda must be petitioned bv at
least 10% of the undergraduate ~stu­
dent body. In order to be ratified. a
referendum must then win a majori-
ty of the student vote during elec-
tions and be approved by the
President of the College and the
CUNY Board of Trustees.
Currently. there is a referendum on
continued on page 2 continued on page 6.
continued on page 3. continued on page 5 .
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Baruch students react to Diallo
verdict Race and accreditation
Business:
Investment for beginners, How
















The first meeting of the Baruch College
Club Council was held on March 2. The
Council, a committee formed by the
Undergraduate Student Government, was cre-
ated to serve as a venue for Baruch clubs to
voice their concerns and suggestions.
"This Council will allo-w all the clubs and
organizations to be on the same page." said
Chair Novia Gayle. who moderaredtne meet-
mg.
The Council comprises of two non-voting
representatives from USG. the Chair, Vice
Chair, as well as the president and a member
of each club. A president and a director of
operations will be elected from the body.
"The club council is something that has
been lacking:' said Vice Chair Edward Ell is.
It will expand the dialogue between students.
One team working towards one good to
improve Baruch."
Meetings. scheduled to meet the first
Thursday of every month, will be held to dis-
cuss upcoming events that affect students. Of
the 21 people in attendance were representa-
tives from such clubs as the Caribbean
Students Association. Alpha Phi Delta.
Students for Students, Multi-Cultural
Association. Theta Phi Gamma. Puerto
Ricans for Involvement and Enlightenment.
the Advertising Society, Baruch Toastmasters
International. the African Students





"Because they don't wanna come here, they
want to teach at Harvard and NYU," said one
student of the difficulty in hiring very highly
qualified .professors. Consequently, the
College hires a lot of adjuncts who do not get
tenure.
According to Lewin, those people of color
who are hired are mostly adjuncts for approx-
imately two years.'
"They don't get tenure," said Lewin. One
Latina adjunct admitted that she was hired on
the spur of the moment when one depart-
_ment's professor suddenly resigned. The num-
ber of years she' will continue to teach here
after her contract expires has not yet been
determined.
Administrators at the top level of Baruch
were reluctant to speculate on the effect of the
low non-white faculty numbers on the Middle
States Association's reaccreditation of Baruch,
It is plausible that the College might face the
same problem that it faced 10 years ago. Then.
Baruch's reaccreditation was deferred for a
year partly because of "the paucity of minor-
ity representation on the faculty and in the
administration..•
Imagine that you are on your way from
work: you get on the train and suddenly you
feel the need to "drai the weasel." It's 5: 10
and class starts at 5: . The train ride is 20
minutes and the elev or lines are ridiculous-
-------+_ ly long. The train




room is on the first
floor.
Aah Relief1 You
reach for tissue and there is none! OH NO!
You kindly ask the next stall to pass some
under but there is none there either.
continued on page 6
Nicole Lovell
'Contributing Writer
tenure based on their teaching skills, evalua-
tions, materials they publish and service to the
Baruch community.
Most students seemed to accept the fact that
86 percent of their professors are white.
Although the figure surprised some, they
stressed that as long as the professors are qual-
ified. then the race or ethnicity does not mat-
tive fields they wish to enter. These tech-
niques, and polished resume, increase the
chances of a student finding his or her ideal
internship.
Prior to the fair, the CDC/GCS distributed
brochures filled with the job descriptions
recruiters were hiring for. There are still copies
available in their offices. To optimize the use
of students' time at the fair, Yolanda Lancaster,
officer manager of the CDC. suggested that
students should target three main companies
they want to speak with and budget their time
accordingly. That way, students will be able to
- visit at least their top-choi~es.
With the large number ofstudents that come
to the CDC looking for internships. CDC offi-
cials cannot guarantee that everyone will get
one. but they do guarantee that they wilJ do
everything they can to increase students'
chances of getting one. .
Internship coordinators Danielle M. Cimino
and Tracy Chamard Handler are 2 of the 6 full-
time staff who organize the fair to ensure its
success.
"The Career Development Center and
Graduate Career Services worked together to
coordinate this event, and as a result, it ran .
very smoothly," said Cimino. Volunteers from
Peers for Careers and Student Aides were also
vital in helping the fair tum out as planned.
The Career Development Center is finalizing
plans for Career Day on May II. Career Day is
similar to the internship fair in format but the
jobs companies offer are for full-time or part-
time positions. not internships. Approximately
50 companies are Scheduled to be present at
this event, which would make it even bigger
than the internship fair.
. . . ,
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or Native-Americans, two Latinos and nine
AsianlPacific Islanders. Since there is a small
number hired, there's an even smaller number
awarded tenure or promoted to higher admin-
istrative positions. Of the 14 upgrades for that
period, three were Asian/Pacific Islanders.
The rest were white.
Todd explained that professors are' given
with resume writing, interviewing practice and
other skills. The group encouraged students to
attend future workshops to learn about tech-
niques for meeting with representatives prior
to the fair.
The CDC/GCS staff stresses that the fair is
supplemental to other means of finding an
internship. Students should be visiting the
Internet looking for opportunities, checking
the postings in the CDC/GCS office located on
the 8th floor of the 25th Street building and
talking to professors and others in the respec-
The William and Anita Newman Ubrary at
25St. Internship fair held In Conference
center of same building.
workshop for students. The workshop was
hosted by Peers for Careers, a group of volun-
teer students trained to help fellow students
Dr. Arthur Lewin (C) flanked by staff member (L) and guest speaker (R) outside of student
lounge at 360 PAS. Lewin has been outspoken about the faculty recruitment issues.
14th floor womens batbroom at 360 Park Avenue Soutb. Many of Barucb·s bathrooms suITer fromlack of proper maintenance. (PbotolNicole Lovell)
Continuedfrom front page
SUCh, as the New York Times .and The Wall
Street Journal and in professional journals
such as the MPLA. Todd admits, however, that
advertisements in ethnic newspapers such as
the Amsterdam News do not usually yield the
applicants that he hires.
On the other hand, a few dissented, saying
that the College's efforts to recruit non-white
faculty members are insufficient.
Chair of the Black and Hispanic Studies
Department, Arthur Lewin. has been at the
forefront of the push to hire more black and
Latino professors. Lewin clarified that they
are not necessary only for his department but
for all levels throughout Baruch.
"They need to do more." said Lewin. refer-
ring to the increase in cultural activities that
the College supports. "The College has
changed the atmosphere but the substantive
problems remain wholly unchanged," he said
of the persisting lack of integration in faculty
and administration.
According to the 1999-2000 Affirmative
Action Plan. of the 36 faculty hired during
July 1998 to June 1999. there were no blacks
Dirty Bathrooms Subject To Lessons In Cleanliness
On Feb. 17. the Career Development Center
and Graduate Career Services hosted their first
joint undergraduate and graduate internship
fair.
The fair was a success with both students and
employers. Approximately 1.000 students
attended and 35 companies were represented.
Among these firms were Abbott Laboratories.
Acclaim Entertainment. Arthur Andersen.
BlackRock. Deloitte & Touche. Lehman
Brothers. Mt. Sinai NYU Health. and Salomon
Smith Barney.
The representatives were visibly impressed
with how well-prepared the students.
"Everything has been really smooth:' said a
representative from Abbott Laboratories. 'The
staff has done. a wonderful job organizing [the
fair]. and the turnout of students has been over-
whelming."
Paul Metz of Enterprise Rent-A-Car con-
curred. "The students have been very well pre-
pared and the staff is friendly and courteous."
The event was divided into three sessions. all
of which required pre-registration. This
method proved effective in controlling long
lines and the wait lime to get into the fair.
However. this did not alleviate the problem of
long lines at popular companies once students
got inside. For popular firms, students waited
as long as 40 minutes. leaving little time for
them to speak with other companies' represen-
tatives. The CDC/GCS recognized this prob-
lem and encouraged companies with long lines
to bring more representatives to future fairs.
The CDC _offered a pre-fair preparation
...
Internship Fair Brings Job Opportunities to
Entire Baruch Student Body
Baruch Needs To Brush Up On Non-White Faculty Makeup
By Sarah Ashfaq
Staff Writer
must be maintained throughout their
term of office) and be eligible to serve
their complete term for the 2000/200 I
academic year.
Carl Aylman, the director of Student
Affairs, is one of the main faculty
members involved in the student elec-
tions process. According to Aylrnan, in
addition to reorganizing USG. he and
other faculty advisors are trying their
best to encourage participation in stu-
dent government. They have expanded
the application filing period to almost
two weeks in an effort to elim inate the
problems that the single date caused
last year.
They have also placed several full
page ads in the Ticker. thereby increas-
ing student awareness. and encourag-
ing them to both run and vote. Last
year: 1.859 students turned out to cast
their ballots during elections. the high-
est turnout in o... er 10 years. Aylrnan,
and all those involved in USG. hope
that these numbers will continue to
grow this year.
"Do it. Student government gives
students a great opportunity to get





The Census Bureau Is an Equal OpportUnity Employer
AN IMPORTANT dOB-THAT PAYS
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Census 2000: An important job that pays
Gota little spare time? The u.s. Census Bureau has The Census pays well because making sure
some of thebestpaying temporary pan-time Jobs everyone gets counted is an important job.
in the country We'D train you to be pan ofCensus
2000and to help counteveryone in }QUI" comrranurv Call us or find us at our website. Do It today.
The job lasts for approximately four to six weeks
starting in the spring, and the hours are flexible.
Youll work evenings. weekends, and when people
in your community are home. It'sperfect for
seniors, retirees, or peoplewhoneed extra
income.








The Census Bureau is an Equal Opportunity Employer
The Undergraduate Student Government official banner hangs at the incumbents' offices at 360 PAS.
The current party may be ousted by a new wave of challengers in April. (PhotolHubert Reyes)
CaJ) us or find us at our web site. Do it today.
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Census 2000: An important job
AN IMPORTANT .lOB-THAT PAYS Ell
Got a little spare time? 1be u.s. Census Bureau has
some of the best paying temporary pan-time jobs
in the country Well tram }'OU to be pan of Census
2000 and help count everyone in your community.
The job lasts approximately four to six~ stan-
ing in the spring and the hours are flexible:
evenings. weekends. and when people in your com-
rramity are home. It's perfect for seniors, retirees. or
people who need extra income.
The Census pays well because making sure




Potential Candidates: Beware of Election Deadlines
Continued from front
the restructuring of the student activity fee that
is in the process of collecting signatures. If it
receives 1.250 signatures by March 9. it will be
part of the ballot during elections.
As stated in their web page. "USG is the stu-
dent representation for all Baruch students. [It
is] responsible for voicing student concerns,
protecting students' rights, involving students
in policies that affect them. gaining student
influence in decisions made at Baruch and als
making students aware of local and national
issues that might affect them,"
MostBaruch students are not aware that there
are offices other than President, Vice President,
Treasurer. and Secretary up for election. Those
tour positions only make up the Executive
Council. USG is composed of the Executive
Council. a 16 member Senate and several com-
mittees.
The Senate has four Upper Senators and 12
Lower Senators. with each Upper Senator
holding the VP position of a comminee. There
are also tw 0 University Student Senate
Representative positions. and seats on various
boards and committees. The committees
include Campus Affairs. Academic Affairs,
Appeals. Finance. Club Constitution. and the
Eveninz and Part-Time Student Committee.- -In order to be eligible for any of these posi-
tions. candidates must be currently registered =~~~~~~=;~;=~~;=====~~;~~~=~~~=~=~=~=~=:;:===~~;;=;;;~
for a minimum of 9 credits (6 for Senators).
have a minimum overall GPA of 2.5 (which ...;.. ---'
. ,
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By the time the protesters from Vv' 4th Street
reached their destination they were a small but
vocal group vastly outnumbered by the sur-
rounding police.
But their voices were made strong by other
protesters already on the scene shouting
"guilty!" and "criminals behind the badge!"
Many of the protesters took to singling out
individual officers and voiced their frustrations
by asking. "How do you justify 41 bullets'?"
But the officers remained calm under pres-
sure. Some smiled and made joked among
themselves.
The joking among police offended some. like
Victoria Stong of Long Island City. "The
police was laughing at me for walking with my
sign," she said.·"We don't need anymore
Amadous. Don't you know it's acrime to be
black in this country."
Others took offense to the presence of black
and latino officers at what was suppose to be a
fight for. justice for all people of color. "It
could be you, it could still be YOl4" shouted
one angry man to minority officers, as he clung
to the grill bars surrounding City Hall.
the police are again thrown into confusion as
some officers were unsure of the way to City
Hall. Some took the subway while others went
towards Seventh Avenue and the others tried to
play catch up.
One officer, was asked, if there were other
protesters in the area causing the officers to
separate. "I don't know," he said. "I'm just try-
ing to find the other guys:'
As the demonstration moved closer to City
Hall, pedestrians continued to join. "If'we
don't stop this we won't be able to get into our
houses," said.Arce Fernando, who left his job
early to be part of the protest. "I am.doing my
job for my people." As Fernando made his way
to City. Hall, he passed two seemingly home-
less men at Leonard Street and Central and
shouted, "yo brothers, are we defending or
what?"
.The crowd quickly
sprang into action as it
realized the demonstra-
tion was for Amadou
'Diallo
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Amadou Diallo. Shopping, eating and strolling
was quickly forgotten as many ran fromdiffer-
ent directions into the crowd joiningthe protest
and holding their wallets in the air.
The protest that started at 59th Street swelled
as the protesters inched closer to City Hall.
"It's a wallet not a gun," the crowd shouted,
holding wallets in the air. One of the protesters
pulled a trash can into the street, reducing traf-
fic to one lane. But this did not anger many
drivers, and some raised their fist in support of
the demonstrators.
Traffic was quickly restored to two lanes as
police succeeded in separating the group into
two parts and contained them to the sidewalk.
HA lot more has to be done," said Paulette, a
tired demonstrator. as she watched the police
work to contain the group. "This isn't going to
solve anything."
The police were thrown into confusion as the
two groups of demonstrators went in opposite
directions. The confusion was compounded
when officers uncertain about the destination
of those arrested. after several consultations
with their captain. one officer said, "central
booking for this one," referring to a protester
arrested at Sixth Avenue and Downing Street.
Police refused to say why the man was being
taken into custody.
As the protesters moved towards City Hall,
Police officers stand around at 5th Avenue and 42 Street during the Amadou Olallo pretest, Feb. 26. Despite widespread speculation, there was no Wide-spread riots. (PhotoslVanessa
Singh)
"It's unjustified." said Teresa Cahan. a
student. "I don't really know what we can
actually do about it." By showing support
at the rally. Cahan hopes that they can get
the message out.--
The message that the jury's verdict is
sending is left to interpretation.
"This says that it's okay to go out there
and shoot a black man because you think
he has a gun," said Rafael Muniz. a black
male student.
Several hours after the rally had dis-
persed. protesters were sti II marching
down Broadway chanting such phrases as
"Whos streets? Our streets! ,. and "No
justice. No Peace."
A group of about 100 people from the
rally turned onto Astor Place a few min-
utes after dozens of police on motorcy-
cles. in vans and on horseback sped ahead
of them onto Lafayette Street. The police
quickly blocked off the street. penning the
protesters. along with pedestrians, on
Astor Place. The protesters then stormed
into the nearby Starbucks. The police.
some wielding batons and others spraying
mace. rushed into the crowd. People
screamed and tried to flee out of the
blockaded area as smoke swept over the
crowd and cops began arresting protest-
ers.
"We've been doing this since three
o' clock this afternoon." said one woman
who had quickly separated herself from
the protesters surrounding Sta.rbucks.
"The only mistake we made was coming
down to City Hall Park."
About seven protesters were handcuffed
and herded into a police van as more
police arrived on the scene. The rest of
the protesters subtly blended into the
crowd. .,.
"When you have it all disorganized like
this, people do stupid things." said a mid-
dle-aged white male. "It's zonna get a lot
~ ~ ~








Diallo Demonstration Draws Bystanders Into Action
Bystanders at the corner of West 4th St and
Broadway were momentarily stunned into
silence on Saturday afternoon as a large group
of protesters stormed into the area carrying
large signs warning Caution: Police In The
Area.
The protest over the acquittal of the four offi-
cers charged in the death of Amadou Diallo,
startled pedestrians and. for a moment. every-
one was confused and asked. "Are these New
York University students." But before a_nyone
could answer. a young woman ran into the
middle of Broadway and started shouting,
"What do we want!" The response was imrne-
diate and just as intense. "Justice!" "When do
we want it? Now!"
She was quickly arrested by three police offi-
cers who were a block behind the group when
they emerged on Broadway.
As the unknown woman was being cuffed by
police. she screamed and screamed in a high
pitched voice that carried throughout the
onlookers. but did not resist being cuffed.
The arrest of the unknown woman did noth-
ing to deter those determined to become part of
the action. The crowd quickly sprang into
action as it realized the demonstration was for
':~"'> ..':~"'" .:..-:. " '" ".:'.; .: ,',/ .
...~ _ _ _ "'~.
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360 Park Av:enue South
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Wanna make a difference?
Wannabe heard?
Wanna get involved?
Wannabe a student leader!
\Vtdtlc~thl\' 1\1an:-h t5th. 2000. ,'"......, --. . - - . . - - "
12;15-1 :45 1>1\1
Roum 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
(Sandwirhc's & Drinks Served)
The Weissman Center for International Business
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formulated. Yet success means different things
to different people.
To Chicas it all comes down to "love and be
loved." He feels comfortable saying. "I want to
have enough money to support myself and any-
one who comes into my life."
"One man's drink. is another man's ooison."
further explains how the film incus,f: has
come to be tor Chicas. Poison In this se.i-.e of
the word, does not equate to freedom. ..:,~\v
York's world of rnov ies fascinated him. but to
Chicas freedom is simply "going out in an open
field with tall trees. and n01 hav c to come back
into the city.' he says. "j usr the notion of being
stuck for four weeks does not appeal to me." he
adds with a sight of discomfort.
He has a dream of having kids and spending
time with them. a luxury that he finds IS forbid-
den in the tilm industry. When asked ifhe is
w illing to .sacrifice some time to d~J1C<1h.: it to
his career, he states he would hav c to he III the
situation. because of course his career is also
important in his life. Ncv crthcless. his Iamily,
\....hich would be his kids. and a \vifc, will
alway s be at his core.
W.:!I. why spend money, devote lime and
effort into a field that demand such sacri fices as
putting part of family time aside? Could it be
that Chicas does not like the' hard work' that
comes with it? Once in the real world of New
York. down in the street, dealing with all sorts
of personalities. the world is just a totally dif-
ferent place, "It is not as glamorous." admits
Chicas.
Going through the "wanna be" stage having
to realize what it takes to make it. Chicas has
"Anything you create,
from a baby to a paint-
ing, is your baby. "
learned to use his acquired skills as stepping
stones and have stayed within filming. He cre-
ates the promotions on the Biography show at
A&E. That includes the cuts. the framing,
talking to actors. writing lines for the announc-
er. and going out in the field occassionally,
I
I Chicas has realized other goals through his
I .journey in life. He feels strongly about direct-
I ing. "I want to direct TV commercials," he
I says. He finds that it is less stressful, and gives
him more freedom for his personal life. There
is also more money. (close to $15.000 per
commercial) which puts food on the table.
He cites "American Beauty" as an example
of a movie he would want to produce.
According to him. this film is for the intellect.
It also represents what being artistic is about,
.putting yourself in the work. Furthermore. "art
should not hit you in the head. but make you
analyze," and this film does just that.
On the other hand. filming takes time. "I
already have a job and the security keeps me
not wondering about filming. I prefer the
security of a job." he explains.
He also has intense feelings about reality.
"Nothing beats reality. which can be painful.
poor. starving to death. that's reality. The fight
is to try to fight the worst reality. Live a
relaxed life."
story (Either Lethe; the river of forgetfulness.
flows between Lexington and Park Avenue or
birds of the same blurred memories are flock-
ing in Baruch). Profoundly miserable was the
predicament of a damsel who was in the
process of introducing her pals and experi-
enced tip-of-the-tongue-syndrome. With
immense poise she said, "Hey X, this is my
friend and my friend. this is X!" A blushing
dude revealed how he ecstatically jumped on a
girl thinking her to be an old pal and narrowly
escaped the malicious claws of her boy-friend! :
Another fable goes that a maiden was enlight- '
ened by her class-mate at 2 a.m. that she was
supposed to take a test the following morning!
The only reassuring factor was that the test
was open-book... until she realized that she
had not yet purchased the book! The
grapevine sizzles with new scoops each
moment.
Anyway. time has slowly healed me or at
least taught me some elementary tricks to
avoid impasses. A friendly nod to reciprocate
any unrecognized smile. a casual and safe
"what's-up:' and an innocent "how-do-you-
spell-your-name?" are now into my college
jargon. Thank heavens for small mercies!
work from the part ofthe crew.) He admits that
it is hard work. "I lost my Irerest because it's
"a~vatfrig -m8k::'.g i("says Cbicas, referring
to the process involved, "An} thing you create,
from a baby to a painting, is your baby."
When taken aback by the glamour of New
York City, its sky scrapers, its millions of peo- .
ple walking in Time Square and the mixture of
so many ethnic groups. ideas of success are
Going back to when Chicas filmed ..A
Season Of Long Shadows." his first and only
film, thoughts of intense woiic-came"to.his .
mind. Now herealizes how aggravating film-
ing can really be.
He recalls the process of having to cast all the
actors. spend unlimited amount of hours film-
ing. spending $7.000, and having to apologize
because he was not paying, (it was volunteer
wrong. it will). Things have boomeranged.
Here I am, a semester-old in Baruch, staring
blankly at acquaintances and pouncing excit-
edly upon complete strangers!! (Who says the
stars are not vindictive?)
It all began in February 2000. Fresh out of
the block-registration program (a boon in dis-
guise which probably delayed the amnesic
attacks). I found myself in classes wherein no
face appeared familiar. I optimistically began
to chalk new names on the clean slate of my
mind. I guess the load was a bit too much for
a fragile cerebrum that is accustomed to digest
stuff a night before mid-terms and finals! The
first warning signs appeared one fine day when
I was walking to college with a friend. A gen-
tleman approached with a pleasant .smile and
greeting. 1 x-rayed him skeptically with a
muddled glance and walked off. Another one
of those pitiable-homo-sapiens, I reflected
wisely. Hours later. marathoning between
buildings, I realized he was my professor! But
the damage was done! I earnestly wished his
gray cells malfunction like mine and the inci-
dent is washed out of his mind... But not all
human beings forgive and forgeuoops agairi!)
Half of my acquaintances happen to be people
I bumped into mistaking for others. The con-
fident hello or pat. the oh-do-l-know-you look,
the sheepish apology followed by the.actually-
you-look-so-similar justification is. now a ritu-
al that I piously perform.
Apprehensive of drifting into some serious
mental malady, 1 once voiced my co~cerns to
my friends. And lo! Each had a parallel sob-







l lave you ever been asked by a foreigner,
"have you met some stars in New York yet?" It
seems that every other citizen outside of New
York thinks ) ou 'hump into stars like into
stones. The reason for that is because there
arc many "wanna be's" in this city, and that
confuses those who don't live here.
Jose Chicas ' story is that of a young man
who comes to New York City as a child from
1:\ Salvador. with the expectation of making it
big in filming. After obtaining his degree as a
filmmaker. at the age of twenty -four, realizes
its time to get ajob. Well ajob is not what one
should be looking for. when one wants to
shoot films. but rather explore the opportuni-
tics and start producing. Reality hits. and its
time to put food on the table.
I laving a degree from NYU, a prestigious
school which has honored man) with its repu-
tation of bringing success into the film indus-
try. may ha ..e given Chicas some credibility.
Nevertheless. 8 years have passed since he
graduated from NYU. and Chicas has only
produced a short film called "A Season Of
Long Shadows." which has' not reached the
big nor the small screen.
Chicas attributes his desire to become a
filmmaker to "Star wars" which he saw at the
age of ten. The special effects that surrounded
this movie not only impressed him. but also







Once upon a time. Eos: the goddess of
Daw n. fell in love with Tithonous the son of
Loumcan. King of Troy. TIle passionate and
dedicated lover that she was. Eos obtained the
gift of immortality from Gods for Tithonus.
Smitten by love and oblivious of other con-
cerns. she forgot to ask that he remain eternal-
ly young]! Though immortal. Tithonus with-
ered away to a decrepit and shriveled old man
while goddess Eos remained young and rav-
ishing... The tide of love ebbed ... tragical-
ly.
This tale of unfortunate memory lapse has
suddenly started haunting me. I remember last
semester when Prof Albright lectured on for-
getfulness and facial agnosia. I laughed mer-
rily thinking about the memory-lapses and the
resultant comedy of errors. Little did I know
how ominous my giggle was... Never did 1
realize that my childish scorn at grandma's
bewildered mix-up between celebrities would
backfire... And not even in my wildest fan-
tasies did I ever doubt my meticulous memory.
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Continued from page of
Embarrassed and angry, you pull yourself together to "ash
your hands and there is no soap. UGH! What a day:
For many Baruch students such a situation is a common
occurrence. Baruch. renowned business school. is now known
by it's students for its horrible unkempt bathrooms.
Complains Jessica. a freshman. "There's never any soap in
the second level bathroom of the. women's locker room.'
Not only is this the case in the 6th tloor of 17 Lex but the first
floor women's bathroom is just as bad.
Desha Brown states. "They're nasty, no paper towels, no
soap.
This bathroom problem is not exclusively a women's issue.
A freshman. known as "AI Dog". says that the men's bath-
rooms are in just as bad a condition.
"None of the bathrooms have paper towels and they stink ~ ."
exclaimed the freshman.
Most of the students agree that the major problem of the
bathrooms is the insufficient maintenance. Other students fed
that it is their peers who create the problems




"It's not only the school's
fault ...sometimes stu-
dents dont even flush the
toilets. "
clean. sometimes the students don't even flush the toilets:'
said Sugey, a sophomore.
Angelpo Santiago, a veteran maintenance staff member
agrees. "the paper towels are put in the the bathroom and the
soap. but some students steal the dispensers. break them.
destroy them or throw them away. Paper towels are flushed
down the toilets:' [Sic1
Since the move of die Student Advisory Center from 22nd
St. to 26th St., there have been 8 floods in 5 years. Not only is
the destructive element of the student population a problem
but the heavy traffic on the 14th and 15th floors. where most
student activities are held, also contribute to the dirty bath-
rooms. It is difficult to restock the bathrooms to accommodate
the students.
"There are too many students and sometimes it's over-
whelming to keep up:' said Santiago. According to Santiago,
the maintenance staff students see at 360 PAS are hired to
maintain the bathrooms throughout the day by cleaning the
occasional flood and sweeping.
The janitors employed by the building owners are responsi-
ble for stocking the bathroom with paper towels and soap.
Since Baruch does not own all the buildings. it cannot ful1y
control the bathroom status.
So, what's the answer to this obvious bathroom dilemma?
It's as simple as the slogans found in public 'bathrooms across
the city, "If you sprinkle when you tinkle, please be neat and
. wipe-the-seat," 'fo.-the-janitofS.:- Gi¥e-us- hope. we need soap'
And for those messy jobs, "use the quilted, quicker picker-
upper-Bounty l"
courts would not allow it.
Therefore. remainder of the
lease has to be sold out.
Upon hearing of the available
space. Baruch's purchasers
jumped at the opportunity to
acquire it. Baruch's negotiators
want eight floors of the 315
PAS to put the high school. the
Student Advisement Center. a
...... .. ..,.,,"'.............. ...-:.:.....:





The SUNYSchooi of Optometry 's former home at 315 PAS may soon be occupied b~
Baruch offices Baruch's lease for the 18th street and 360 PAS buildmg run out In June
2001
Optometry has the opposite
problem. The School's pur-
chasers signed' an exorbitant
lease for 315 PAS. Realizing
they were 0\ erpaying. they
moved SUNY Optometry to the
B. Altman "biiilding on ~4th St.
figuring that the state legisla-
ture would simply void lease.
The legislature tried. but the
Space Savers Look For New Lease
Continuedfrom front
The 18th St. and 360 Park
Avenue South buildings were
leased temporarily. The leases
will expire by June-SO. 2001. In
particular. the Skylight Cafe in
18th St., is being forfeited June
JO of this year. The 18th and
16th floors will be lost Dec. 31.
~OOO.
Presently. the 16th floor hous-
es Baruch College Campus
High School. If replacement
housing is not found. the new
magnet school will be forced to
evacuate before its first class
graduates. The 18th floor con-
tains essential English comput-
er labs that must be in the same
building as the one the classes
are taught in. New computer
rooms would be created on' the
10th floor. thereby making the
Academic Advisement Center
homeless.
While Baruch is scrambling
for space. the SUNY School of
• o'
A major NYC nonprofit business cor-
poration seeks 0 motivoreci profession.
01 to perform operational and financial
audits.. Successful candidate must be
detail oriented and have a minimum of
1-2 years of auditing experience.
We offer on excellent benefits pack-
age, including mecilccrl. dental. vision
care and tuition reimbursement.
Please send re sorne & ~alory history to
Dept. SA, PO Box 1723, New York.
NY. 10017. Women & minorities ore
encouraged to apply. EEO.
Excellent cornmunicotion. interoerson-.
01 and analytica! skills required. A
bochelors degree is required. A CPA
or CIA, & kno'\Nledge of
flJndware/MRI c..spplicotions 0+. NYC
residency is required within 90 days
of employment.
STAFF AUDITOR
-------- ---... _-- ---- ---
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of\. Full 'Tuiti('",)l1 Sch(:'Jla.t~sh"p for a
Musre..er ' s Degree that w i.lfIe.ad tt."'l
New Y f.lr.k St~lt.e Teacher C'crtaficatron
A <..1-uaranteed 'reachi.ng :Pt.lsit.I.{·.lIl In ~1.
New York. <...-:ity Public SchOt")I
.A I;'ully Supported
SUOln,ler- :P.I.·eparati,.",n Pr'(,lgranl
/\.pply to be a "'()P &.~hotarh:xtay.
0:....
Is Teaching C)rl Y'ou r 1-10l-iz()11~?
../\.re y()U a graduate vvith a ba-ehei<.)f"V s degret.~ in
.1.natheTn.atic8~science or .a reh.l.t.cd analytIcal field.
and a slTong acad(~nlic record? 'rhrough the new
'Teaching Opporrunrry l>r"ograrn Cl'{)P) Scholarships
ven} can b-llHd the fou.ndation of a c are-er a~ anif .
educator tcacl~ing in New Y'ork {~.ity<~ public
schoois v c arn VOUI· nlast.e,i.·~~~. -'
degree, and guarantee a su~cess:ful
n..ltu.r.e t~:)r thousands of sludent~'L
TOP Scholorshi-ps Provide:
For Inore information Gnd an
.applicatlon call (2'2) 794-5444/5446 or
visl~ our website at_W'WW'...top.cuny...edu~
The Teaching
Opportunity Program
Wmner of the 1999 Pulitzer Prize, Wit is. the miraculous and uplifting
story of Dr. Vivian Bearing, a distinguishedliterature professor who learns
that intellectual brilliance is not as important as simple human kindness.
Tbc !Fllfl Street JOll171ul calls it "Fiercely funny, wildly uplifting."
crunch •a•,.n..
w·ww.l.ear:II:%•. CO:.. .
YOU NEED H·EL.P NOWltt!1
1'0
LearningExpress developed this online practice exam
with the help of CUNY Math and English Instructors.
And Take a Practice Test Online!
. Improve your test scores by 15'J{; or more!
'~5t"'Jden.t5 who took the l.eamingExpres5 online practice exams increased their
.[ l. ~U1H/ r l · " ~. f T b ,., ..."- If ~ , r:peJtomwnce Dn tHe { l~ I .")K:IIS }i..~sessmen( d~.stS ys»: . l<.eqiiit1 rfarmfJff.,
.4ss;~tJ!Ji [Jfre~to(. l/srtuaf l!ttr3i;mset 8o!)ld of fthmiivn of the (fty ofNew Yt.rk
This exclusive online test ;5 only $9.951
!f you'd prefer to wot]: from a book, LearningExpress
a/so offers the only complete preparation book for the
CUNY' Skiils Assessment Test. ,
For more info! _90 to \-V\tIW. Leartis: com .. ,ands:
a 20~~< discount when vour order a book online.
/ ,
Ills Automatlcl
- C' all-To II Fi e e :T-,~~----;:;;~+---+f=-rR~-------lll-
You're taking the
CUNY Skills Assessment Test Soon.
Go
Achisvs YOUR PERSONAL BEST WiTIt LEARNiNGExPR£SS!


















Please join us for our meetings on Thursdays
during club hours in Rm. 108 of the 360 PAS
























The Chapter's activities are adrninistrat: -,
the Executive Board which consi of, 'ne
members - President, 1st Vice President, .nd
Vice President, Treasurer, Asst. Treasurer,
Administrative Secretary, Corresponding
Secretary. Publicity Director and Assistant
Publicity Director. The general membership
of the chapter becomes directly involved in the
planning activ ities by becoming a part of, or
chairing. the various committees.
TRUST SERVICES
(REF GLOBAL EQUITIES A[CT. 1
36.05" 22.02% 18.75%
1 YEAR SYEARS SINCE INCEPTION
AS Of 12/31199 AS OF 12/31199 5/1/92
With over $250 billion in assets,we're the world's largest
retirement company and the leading choice on
America's campuses. If that sounds good to
you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and find
out how TlAA-eREF can work for you today
and tomorrow.
MUTUAL FUNOS
Combine this with our low
the competition.
expenses and you11 see how
TIAA-eREF stands apart from
For More Information~Visit Our Website At:
w~<w.geC)cities.comJama_b2b_n)'e
REGISTRATIQN I-SJe'QRMA'I'ION
Students who meet rhe following crneria 'Win be able to regrstcr for the
Marketing Expo 2(j()(l starting Tuesday, February 22 at the Marketing
Department (26th Street Building. Room ~23).
• MMket-ing Major at Baruch College
• Graduating or graduated betv..een January 1:}9Q and August 2000
Rcgistrauon IS Monday through Friday from 9a.m to 4pm
T HE LA~ I DAY TO RFGISTER IS 1\rfARCH 8
You must register in persoa and bring a valid picture ID (c.g current
Baruch College ID Of Dnvcrs License), as weB !IS a copy of your resume.
Bnng n copy for each company you ' ..'3.nt to register with Student.'> v..~ll he
ablt¥to sign LIp for short interviews with up to 4 companies
Rcgisrrauon IS on ;~ "first come. first ser....C'· basis.
""0 ~:XCf.:PTIO:'iS "\,:(1,1. In: MAIH:!
iNSURANCE
While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today..
TlAA-eREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing.With two
strategies, we have two ways to seek out
performance opportunities-helping to make your














We at The Ticker seek only to enlighten the
reading public, however few they may be, and
give them the information they need to make
their own decisions on issues of the day.
No one mentioned anything about ....demon-
strating" during the accredidation meetings.
Our suggestion was for students to sit in on the
hearings like reasonable, civil citizens. .
As for the rae ial issues brought up by profes-
sors profesing to be immune to the trappings of
their own ethnocentricity, we can only com-
. mend you all -for" being: so wen above the
crowd. It is amusing; in our experience it often
happens that" the most useful defense against
racist accusations by those accused is the utter
denial of the issue or the marginalization of its
relavence.
If someone feels the heel of racism upon
themselves, it barely helps when someone else
says that heel doesn't really exist.
Hi,
I recently read an article in your newspaper
which mentioned that Baruch might soon 'be
offering child care for evening students. This is
a very good idea., but I need to know if this will
be limited to children up to five year-olds, like
in the day program. Mydaughter is five, and I
would be very grateful if she could benefit
from this program when it is introduced.
My daughter went to Baruch Child Care for
a few months and it was a most rewarding
experience for both her and me. I was
impressed with the professionalism of all the
staff members and the superior service that
they offer.
I hope it will continue to expand so that more
Baruch students can enjoy the benefits.
Sandra Harris Richards
he endured 26 years ago.
As a member of the Asian-American
Journalists Association. I was disappointed to
learn that we were not allowed to intercede nor
comment on Mr. ~1cCain 's remarks. The vice-
president ofAAJA Aki Soga said that "'[AAJA]
cannot put itself in the position of making a
statement" for fear that it may be .... interpreted
as favoring or opposing a political candidate."
Although John McCain has every right to
exercise his freedom of speech, I don't condone
his choice of words. Maybe he shouldn't be
blamed for harboring feelings of hatred and
animosity towards Asian-Americans. even after
three decades. Perhaps it's because there aren't
enough Asian AI Sharptons leading protests and
speaking out for us. Most- of us Asians are
raised and taught to "turn the other cheek"
rather than draw attention to ourselves.
On the other hand, when confronted with con-
troversial issues such as this, Asian-Americans
will not swallow the bitterness and our pride
while a bigoted public figure degrades us with
epithets such as "gook" or even "chink." What
Mr. McCain does not realize is that this is the
year 2000. People do not state publicly that
they "hate gooks" or "dislike chinks."
Especially if they are a U.S. presidential candi-
date. It's not even a matter of being politically
correct anymore. This issue has made a tum for
the worst: racism in th~2J_~ century, "Mr. John
McCain, we, as Asian-Americans, refuse to go
quietly into the night because racism, in this
country, is never acceptable.
Lisa Smith
facts about why the faculty is not as diverse as
our student body. we hold up our signs and
demonstrate in ignorance. Students have
power, but it is only effective if we use it in an
intelligent way. The Baruch faculty is not our
enemy, ignorance is. The students and faculty
need to stand up together, share our ideas and
facts', challenge each other and then make
informed decisions about how we can make
positive changes that help make Baruch a bet-
ter place for everyone.
Please, before you demonstrate at the
accreditation meetings, get the facts about
\VHY Baruch can't recruit top professors. Ask
the administration! Get an agenda! What is it
we want from the Baruch administration and
how can we best achieve our agenda? Holding
a demonstration without a clearly thought out
agenda that is based on FACTS is a waste of
time and only serves to damage the college




After reading your editorial, (and noting
how many copies of The Ticker are not
picked up) may I answer your question about
the "someone ... spending a lot of money to
keep us ignoran~." It is YOU and persons
like you who wish to return to that antiquat-
ed form of racist "quotas" who will attempt
to keep students ignorant.
As a longtime adjunct, I "relate" and
"understand the language" of the student who
noted: "I don't care if the professor is white,
black or anything. You need to know what
you are teaching." That's a student who will
not let YOU or anyone else keep her igno-





bigoted and offensive, which is contrary to all
that I represent and believe."
l Note that this apology was made two days
'prior to Mr. McCain's arrival in Sacramento,
California. His agenda included attending a
rally on Wednesday, Feb. 23, as the presidential
race headed into the "Super Tuesday" pri-
maries. It's no wonder he apologized;
Cal ifornia is a state where one out ofevery four
persons is foreign-born.
Don't get me wrong. I sympathize with Mr.
McCain in terms of the pain and torture he
endured duringthe Vietnam years. I don't and
will never understand the nightmare he lived
through then, and perhaps, for the rest of his
life. But, wait, did I miss something here?
Didn't the Vietnam War end in 1974? I wasn't
even born then, and yet, I must accept it when
a U.S. presidential candidate publicly calls me
a "gook" simply because I'm Asian. Let's not
forget he was supposedly referring to his
Vietnamese prison guards, and on that same
note, I'm not even Vietnamese! I'm a Chinese-
American, Mr. McCain.
What upsets me more than the Senator's exer-
cise of the First Amendment is the media's lack
of coverage on this issue. Bear in mind that
when he called us "gooks" in October of last
year, it was only brought to light three months
later. Why didn't the journalists aboard his
campaign bus question him then? Why did the
reporters choose to be passive about this? They
appeared to be more ofMr. McCain's campaign
aides than impartial journalists. Perhaps they
were just more inclined to let him slide for what
Speak Out...
of pay for full time professors in the United
States?" As a journalist, you should take the
time to look at the number of minority PhD
graduates that go into academia. Of those who
do, the top candidates are recruited by univer-
sities who can offer them more competitive
rates of pay. This is a basic lesson in business
101. Baruch must be more economically com-
petitive if they want to recruit top professors.
Perhaps the top minority professors you want
Baruch to recruit are too intelligent to work
for less than their market value?
My secorrd issue is with the upcoming
accreditation meetings. I can't believe that
anyone would try to jeopardize Baruch's
accreditation by demonstrating during these
meetings. No one has even told students that
if we lose our accreditation, our degrees that
we worked so hard for will be worth NOTH-
ING! And it will effectively wipe out the only
place where we can get a quality education at'
an affordable price in this city because every
good professor will leave Baruch for an
accredited college. A college without accredi-
tation is worthless.
The fact is that I believe in free speech and
demonstrations. But instead of getting the
But now, living in the 21st century, it can no
longer be accepted as merely a "term," but,
rather, a racial slur.
Even though it has been almost three decades
since Mr. McCain first publicly used the racial
epithet, this issue was only brought to attention
on Jan 3, 2000 when The Nation magazine pub-
lished an article citing his usage again on his
campaign bus last October. When questioned
by reporters aboard the ....Straight Talk Express"
~s, the candidate responded by saying, "'I
hated the gooks. And I will hate them for as
long as I live... 'gook' is the kindest description
I can give them, the most printable." As if to
justify this offensive statement, Mr. McCain
claimed he was only referring to his North
Vietnamese captors, and not Asians in general.
Thanks for clearing that up, Mr. McCain. No
offense taken, of course.
An apology was finally released on Monday,
February 21 st, 2000 from the candidate,
promising to refrain from any future use of the
derogatory term.
"I will continue to condemn those who unfair-
ly mistreated us. But, out of respect to a great
number of people whom I hold in very high
regard, I will no longer use the term that has
caused such discomfort. I deeply regret any
pain I may have caused by my choice ofwords.
I apologize and renounce all language that is
Dear Editor:
I was disturbed by several pieces in your
2/16 issue. First, I would like to address the
opinion claiming that the race of a professor
has anything to do with the ability of that pro-
fessor to properly teach students. W-ould you
suggest that we simply go back to segregated·
schools? How about only black professors
teach black students? How about on Iy
Chinese Professors' teach Chinese students?
Come on! This is an institution of higher
learning. Frankly, the opinion that race (or
sexual orientation or weight or height) plays
any part in the ability of a professor to teach
is ridiculous and shows incredible ignorance.
You talk about diversity in one sentence, but
you claim that a white professor can't teach
you as well as a professor of your own race!
If I'm short, should I have more short profes-
sors to teach me because they "understand"
what it means to be short? WiII I learn better?
I think not.
Instead of wasting time fighting against our
own professors, we should ask, "How can we
recruit quality professors (minority or other-
wise) when Baruch has almost the lowest' rate
Send Message -- "Higher Sights" and
"Scholarly Goals"
To the Editor: accounting. computer literacy and medicine.
I am offended by your editorial (Feb. 16. to name a few) and yes, new skills to deal
2000) and also by some statements by Prof. with the society's needs in the 21st Century.
Arthur Lewin of the BlackStudies Dept. And Many students may notice that class size
I'm a person who is not easily offended. I has increased and that there are fewer sec-
wonder why you want to return to this sort of tions available. Budgets are continually cut
dinosaurean racist monologue, with a solilo- and often it is fulltime lines that suffer. If
quy on "white professors who can't rela;e to Prof. Lewin is so concerned about fewer fac-
their experiences" understand their lan- ulty lines for his area, he should be bombard-
guages, and who might even ridicule them, ing 80th Street with testimony (as other fac-
de facto or ipso facto (look that up)." Are ulty members are doing) to have the fulltime
you not .ridiculing your readers' intelligence? Jines restored (and increased) in the upcom-
I think you forget what a college education ing budget.
is all about. It's not about "relating" to the Many Baruch adjuncts are Phfrs, experi-
student's experiences or languages (or even enced, highly qualified and knowledgeable in
your suggestion about "ridiculing them"- and their subject. And I can name you quite a few
do cite your source and proof for this all ega- who've served at Baruch for years and are
tion as any good journalist should!). A col- not ....just out of graduate school" and would
lege education is supposed to give the student like the opportunity to have a fulltime posi-
the opportunity to raise his/her sights toward tion in their department were those 1ines
an eventual scholarly goal, gaining new available. The adjunct, who filled a last
experiences in research and scholarship, new minute appointment, was not discriminated
languages (of which there are many including against but rather lucky to be hired, even
the technical jargon of journalism, finance, last minute given this semester's budgetary
Taking Senator McCain To Task
On Racial Slurrage
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the Individual writers, and do not n . y represent the opuuons ot The Ticker nat stan. The llCKer' & OIUy
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 359 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor. \
Race and Accredidation: Readers




For all of you Asian-Americans out there, I
have news for you: we are "gooks." At least,
according to 'Senator John McCain, we are.
The GOP presidential candidate offended many
across the country recently when he insensi-
tively referred to his Vietnamese captors with
this racial slur.
And now, it is time for us Asian-Americans to
take a stand.
Mr. McCain first chose to use this racial epi-
thet against Asian-Americans in 1973, where
he wrote articles to the U.S. News and World
Report from Hanoi Hilton, describing his
wartime experiences. For five years, he was
held as a Prisoner-of-War (POW) in Vietnam.
During that time, McCain and his cellmates
were captured, beaten, and tortured by North
Vietnamese prison guards. As a result, he is
permanently unable to raise his arms above his
head due to his horrific experiences as a pris-
oner. Given the circumstances then, with a war
taking . place between the Asians and
Americans, "gooks" was probably a more
acceptable term. This word is believed to be a
corruption of "Hankook" or Korea. It was
widely used by American GI's during the
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For starters. there should he a more thorough job (?( background and psychological tests for aspiring police
officers. It It.'as reported that in 1997. Police Commissioner Howard Safir tripled the size of the Street Crimes
Unit to 380 otticcrs. These /lew officers, entering into the dangerous world (~(undercover police work, received
onlv a three-day training workshop.
Amadou Diaffo will not be forgotten for a long time. But as long as we, as a human race, enslave our minds
with notions ofrace-based. sex-based or god-based superiority, his tragedy will be repeated.
'"
But that is not to say that positivity cannot come from this case. Even though polarization l-rQS acute and.
frankly, expected, outrage was expressed by people of all races. Amadou s death does not have to be in vain.
Peter Vallone, the City Council speaker, is on the right track when he said that we shouldfunnel our outrage to
push police reforms through City Hall. It was long past due that we revamp a system that clearly isn't working.
After all, when an 'entire race ofpeople legitimately live in fear ofthose entrusted to protect them. no statistic,
no graph,. no pie chart canjustify our system.
Then take into account that Amadou was Black, an African immigrant and ask yourself, was the outcome ever
really in doubt? For example, why is it that almost no media attention is paid to a report that at least 8 million
Ethiopians are on the verge ofstarvation this year alone, rivaling that ofthe 1984-85 epidemic (remember "We
are the World? "). ret. a few inches ofsnow dumped on the city is the lead story on every: broadcast. JVe are, at
best. desensitized to human suffering, and at worst, perpetuating racial hostility.
When Vallune says we need improved police training and community relations, that is an understatement. .re
need cops who enter minority communities and see not ajungle ofcoloredfaces or a crack-induced cauldron of
murder and prostitution. but rather a community that wants /0 live and let live, just like any other community in
this countrv.
"My primary concern is our students. Without students we don't have a college"
State Comptroller H. Carl McCall noted that we live in a society where too .often we (black, white and any
color in between) see a white man with a wallet as a white man with a wallet, but a black man with a wallet is
seen as a black man with a gun.
What is more, the jurors can't really be blamedfor their decision, since it was based on the law (although a
charge ofat least reckless endangerment was in order). The fact remains, as insidious as it may be, it is next to
impossible to convict an on-duty police officer ofmurder.
First the mind. then the body.
Logistically, having an officer patrol an area in which he grew up in or now resides may not be wise, but the
point is this: sending White officers into Black, Latino or Asian communities when they have no previous expo-
sure to such communities is clearly unwise. All that is created is a cloud ofmistrust, such that could allow 41
bullets to sail indiscriminately. with the sole purpose to kill-~otdetain, but kifl- the body ofan innocent man.
The decision to acquit the four officers charged in the death ofAmadou Diallo reveals much about this coun-
try's mentality and how far we still need to go. From Riverdale to Wheeler Avenue, Albany to New York City.
reactions to the verdict show just how polarized along racial lines we are as a nation.
- Dan Creange, vice president ofadministration andfinance
Would Amadou Diallo be alive if these four officers had lived in his community? Would they still have seen a
black man with a l1l:aflet as a black man with a gun ifthey had lived next to people who look like Amadou Diallo?
HOyt," about if they sent their children to the same schools, worshiped in the same churches and shopped in the
same grocery stores as people who look like Amadou Dial/o?
.Yo't' II.!! \' a......... umc that the four police officers did have professional intentions. Assume they were in "eminent
danger " and. in the heal ofthe moment. they acted to protect themselves and the community. This still does not
.account for 'he real crime. (Not to discount the life ofAmadou Diallo or the blood that. he shed; every,; life is
precious.) But let's face it. the reason that this is a crime with implications beyond New York City is as simple as
race. The real crime is in our minds. embedded sometimes from birth, and intensified every! time we are made to
believe that we are ....superior as one race or inferior as another. We are beaten every time we dehumanize an entire
group ofpeople over a racist, sexist or religious grudge. We are lost every time we hear supporters ofthe four
officers exhort their jOJ;' at the acquittal, then feel obliged to throw in an, "Oh by the way, that's not to say that
we aren't sad that he had 10 die. It was such a tragedy, but .... "
If anything, Vallone's suggestions do not-go far enough. His call for city residency requirements seems obvi-
ous. Far too many police officers live outside ofthis city and come here with a chip on their shoulder. That is
not to SL(V that af! police officers from Long Island are racist. We realize that police work is by no means easJ~
j [ob. and people should understand that officers are often frustrated. The /v'YPD sees the worst that this city has
I to offer on a day-to-day hasis. and surely that must weigh on their psyche. But there certainly are too many offi-Icers ).",'J~o despise h.al'ing '" deal with "savages~' like Amad~u-Dia/lo in the "jungles" of neighborhoods like
I Soundview. There simply IS no room for these officers patrolling the streets.,
I









The idea is to diversi-




take their own risk and invest in the stock mar-
ket. Haris Hrornich. an upper Junior student at
Baruch College is one of them. "It is like gam-
bling:' he says. "The market is good. So most





ting you know what is hot now. Remember
though. what is hot now might not be hot
tomorrow. So in future articles I will be report-
ing on topics that help investors think for them-
selves. After all, investor control the market
and us analysts are only their assistants.
•ginners
This would include investments in goods that
are found in nature. such as gold. minerals. oil.
real estate or other goods that cannot be easily
produced. These investments tend to do better
in times of highinflation.'
Furthermore. mutual funds are also a safe
option for many beginners. There are over
5.000 different mutual funds. The idea is to
diversity the money in different investments,
thus decreasing the risk of loss.
To start a mutual fund portfolio usually
requires an initial investment of $1.000 mini-
mum. Subsequently. you can increase the prin-
cipal by adding as little as $50 a paycheck that
can be automatically deducted from your
account.
In addition. there are also many \",ho prefer to
revenue this year rose big-
time to $45.4 million com-
pared to sales in the same
period a year ago of $3.8
million and compared with
the $29.6 million in sales in
the third quarter.
Juniper beat the analyst
earnings estimates with a 3
cent per share profit in the
fourth quarter, earning them
$4.8 million compared to
zero in 1998.
The Net revenue for 1999
v.as $102.6 million which
was approximately a 2000
percent increase compared
to $3.8 million in 1998.
For the most part. Juniper
is riding the internet wave
and if it holds on to its 15
percent share of the market.
their stock someday might
reach a market value close
to Cisco 's,
I would be looking to get
into Juniper stock at the current price level, but
as a sharp investor I am looking for a dip in the
stock price. to approximately $200 dollars a
~hare. I have a price target for Juniper of $350
--aS-ftare- this year and a long term bu\' rating,. . -
Pe9ple should do some research before
investing in a company anyone reccomends.
My opinions are only for th~ purposes of let-
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For most beginning
investors the way to
start is with cash
will need the money back? What is: our ability
to take risks'? HO\\ much is 3\-ail-
able to invest at one time?
For most beginning investors
the best way to start is with cash
equivalents: sav ings accounts.
money funds and CD's, Thre is
no risk involved and the money
\\ ill be available \\ hcnevcr need-
ed.
After enough money has accu-
mulated. the next step is to invest
in equities. These are usually
longer-term investments, such as.
mutual funds and individual
stocks.
Another w ay to invest money is
to lend it and collect interest.
Corporate bonds. government
bonds. individual CD's or mutual
funds that buy bonds are good
examples. Consider the terms of
the loan. Shorter-tenn loans are
usually safer. but the interests are
less.
Finall) .. then: are hard assets.
some, you could invest in mutual funds:' sai-l
Henry. "But if you need the money for school,
it may not be advisable to invest at all."
First decide what type of freedom you want
to have with your investments. When will you
Junipers market capitalization is only $35 bil-
lion. Doing the math you will realize that
Juniper should have a market capitalization of
at least $65 billion. This means that by market
share alone, Juniper stock should double in
value.
Ifvou ha\t~ never heard of Juniper Net\\orks.
it's because their stockjust"\\cnt public in June
of 1999. On the first day. Juniper \"as priced at
$34 a share, \\ell above \\ hat the undef\Hiters
had first reported.
That means Juniper had a market capitaliza-
tion of around $150 million \\ hen the) first
Investors control the
market, and us ana-
lysts are only their
assistants.
- - -- - .. - - .. - .. -f-- - - ----.
went public If you haven't figured it out b)
no\\, let me tell you: Juniper's stock went from
$34 a share to $720 a share in only eIght
months.
Currently. Juniper's stock is worth approxi-
mately $240 a share. but when: ou factor out
the 3 for 1 stock split they J.1ad on Janua!!' 18
their shares would be \\orth $720 each. gi\ ing
Junrper~billion maIkCl capitalization,
Some investors are' interested in earning and
revenues, fortunately Juniper has hoth. Juniper
makes money. In fact. Juniper's fourth quarter






E ver wanted to invest money but didn 't have
enough. were afraid or didn't know how? Now
is the time. The stock market is at one of its
highest points and new and small investors arc
taking advantage of the situation to profit. It is
simple and there are many \\ ays to start invest-
mg your money.
According to Professor \V. I lenry an
lnvcstment Analysis at Baruch College. it is
important to realize one's personal situation. --I f
) ou have surpl us funds and -can afford to lose
B\" Richard Mermel
Contributing Writer
How High Can This Stock Fly?
Juniper Net\vorks Inc,(Nasdaq:JNPR) is a
lcading provider of internet infrastructure solu-
tions that enable internet providers and other
tekcummunication sen ice providers to meet
thl.: Jl.:mands resulting from the rapid growth of
the lntl.:rnet.
Jumper delivers next generation Internet
hack bone routers that are specifically designed,
or rurpose-built. for sen·ice provider networks,
rhelr flagship product is the M40 Internet
router.
fhl.: M40 combines the feature of Specialized
Internet software (lUNOS). high performance
:\SIC-based packet forwarding technology
\\ ith Internet optimized architecture into a pur-
posc--built solution for service providers.
Rxan Hankin Kent, an industrY research finn,. . .
I.:stimates that the market for Internet backbone
routers was $169 million in 1998 and expects
It to increase to approximately $5.5 billion b)
::;O()3.
Once an investor looks past all the funda-
mental of a stocks, that person must look at the
,>Illlple factors. In the internet routers market
th~re are only two main players: Cisco
,,) stems. Inc. and Junipers Networks. Cisco is
the Iarge~t QJ'll'..er with a market share of 85 eer-
c-:nt and Juniper second major with a 15 per-
ct:nt market share.
To get down to the nitty gritty of it: Cisco's









On a Ihursday evening, a group of students
lrorn Baruchs lIilici ~ttendl.'J a S\\ing for the
frees-Dance for the de~ert party in honor of
ru B·sh\at. Tu B' Sh\ Jt. the i 5th of Februar:
and our "nlo:\\ ) ear" is \\ hen v.e plant tree~ in
l~rat:! as a \\a) \It gi\ ing thanb to the \\011-
Jaful thins~ tree::, ha\c gi\cn us I-ifteen ~tu­
dent::-- from Haruc h C("I Ilege ~mended thIS e\ en l
at thc J~f huilding. to !carn hO\\ tll S\\ ing
:\ .... iJ\.· frotr: B"3ruLh, thc:-e \\cr-: students from
Co!umbla. :'-ltaten Island and other collageo.;
from the ~ Y ~J area. L \ t:r: one danced the
night a\\ a) but. bcf()["e the part) kicked otT.
students \..t:re gi\en and introductof) class in
swing for one hour. For most people, it was
would take the high road to the White House
and he was here to do everything that he did
not do while he was not in office. Is he an
opportunist who has decided that now would
be a good time to capitalize on the successes
of the President and Vice-President? Is he the
same candidate who after a major loss turned
into an attack candidate and misrepresents his
opponents past record'! Or is he the same can-
didate who is said to be so principled and
believ es strongly in public service, who was
able to draw one of the most comprehensive
tax reform bill in the last fifty years:
All of the above mentioned candidates are
great men in their ow n rights v. ho have faith-
fully served their country in public serv ice.
Do anyone of them have a claim to a higher
moral ground loon an-} other? I suggest to
you that all have some core bel iefs that make
these men special. Sometimes the message
gets lost w hen you try to \\ in publ ic office.
But if we the public wi ll remember we are
human and are governed by our passions and
reason. that is w hat makes us as a soc iety so
special. If we were to summon our own and
take part in this great process we can only add
to the character of our nation. I make no
claims that I am possessed of a superior moral
complex or character but by continually ques-
tioning my actions and accepting my faults I
hope to one day be that character which we all
would like to he.
In the mean time challenge your friends,
tarnily, neighbors and elected officials to he
that v. hich we champion. Support our elected
officials, take part in the process and remem-





there first time swinging. For others it was a
chance for them to brush up on the skills they
had already learned, The lessons were guided
b) two professional swing instructors to
swing music. Food was provided as well as
desert desserts like tasty fruits.
.T~is was a night fille·d with fun and was an
important day in which we learned more
about the importance of trees.
In our everyday lives, trees reach beyond
beauty and utility to signify growth, renewal
and the continuity of life. Trees are the source
of everything as it supplies us with the neces-
sities of life. Everything in nature, just as in
life, needs nourishment to grow and prosper.
Every year we plant seeds to connect our-
selves to the land of Israel and the Jewish reli-
gion. The trees we plant we see in nature as
well as in spirit. So, we lift our hands and
move our feet to the rhythm of the trees!
Now, let us tum to the remaining presiden-
tial contenders and their characters.
The first is Senator John McCain. On the
surface he seems not only great but a man of
character. Here is a man defying his party and
championing a ban on the one thing that tends
to keep the little man out of the electoral
process. Soft money, that's great. It takes
guts, determination and character to rail
against those) ou take mane) from and defy
the party at what could cost them the election.
In one moment. he denies that his campaign
made calls to Catholic \ oters saying Bush v.as
anti-Catholic in the next he said the question
was being mischaracterized. And here he is
the man of the people. the reformer. pulling a
Clinton.
Next we have the Governor of Texas George
Bush, who refused to admit that in a bid to
save his campaign he attended a university
with policies that prohibit racial dating and
whose ofTicial policy towards Catholics are so
far on the fringe I refuse to give it serious
thought. He waited until he won one state and
lost another before he real ized that he may
lose yet again.. Then decided to court the
same vote he once threw away but now needs.
Make no mistake. in politics survival counts.
You can't 'W in them all w ithout playing a little
dirt).
Then we have Vice-President Gore who at
once was anti-federal funding for abortion.
Was anti-gun control and who it is said. \\ ill
do an) thing to \\ in office. It makes you won-
der who this candidate really is? Is he the can-
didate w ho cast the deciding historic \- ote in
the Senate to enact gun control? Is he the
same candidate \\ ho \ igorously supported the
pro-choice movement.
Last of the Presidential contenders is former
Senator of 18 years. Bi!l Bradley. He said he
B\- x icolc Lov ell
EXODUS- Bob Marley
At 3pproxirnatel: :':-+-+ p.m. un the cold drea-
r: Frida: afternoon of I-eo 2:' I heard :11:
rhonl..· ring The familiarh .... tranglo: ring
l:,~lt c-rn:.ll1iltcs fr('rTl the php!le had an lif~u""llal
r~"ona.n~,.: In ni\ ~ar like It v.as an .1LlrTl'. ,l
.:ail tu ;jrn~~. I ;..m ... \\ t:r the.: rhone 3nJ! ':e,l'"
~hc v"md~ "'.;01 (Jl il ry. rh61.: \\ord, had
the furcl.' and strength l'f an arm: of ten thl'u-
~3nJ men stampcding through rn)- ear. ·\b~!
a :e.:ar of anger and :-.houting :\.:,\-lADOl· in th-:-
... treets of 'e\\ York. and fighting otf Giuliani
to pre\ ent the assa~sination ()f more of 111:
hrethren, hearing the v.ords !lot guilt: just
eSlalateJ 111: angl.."f tu ri.igc. I ,un tired of m)-
people falling \ ictilTI to this s: stem at the
hand~ of their fOl"lt "oldiers in blue. Lnough
IS enough. Bl.ACJo\. PEOPLE THE \\"AR
--\CiAI\:ST l:S IS IN I--TL.L FORCE. IT IS
rU\lE TO FllJHT~
Amadou i" the last um\ ananted \ Icwr;.-
the) \\ill gaIn If the) must kill me. I \\Iil
fight tIiI the last breath. It ls ob\ iOLlS from !r~e
trial of :\maJuu Dlalk). thc \\est Afnc;m
immigrant brutall: murdered h)- four plain
(lothes officers of the ~YPD in the South
Bronx. that police officers are trained to kill
and have no mercy on the people. fhey are
not hear to protect and serve us. They prote<.:t
and serve the System that feeds this rage and
hatred in their heans.
HOW LONG \\ilLL YOU ALLOW THEM
TO KILL YOUR BROTHERS AND SIS-
TERS? TILl:. IT'S YOUR MOTHER AND
FATHER? STOP WAITING FOR THAT
GREAT LIBERATOR AND LIBERATE
YOUR DAMN SELF. STAND UP. ONCE
YOU STAND YOU CAN SEE SO MANY
OTHERS ALREADY STANDING.
..We're the generation/
l1/ho trod thru great tribulation./
Open your eyes and look within!
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get the most out of it for their constituents,
friends, family. community and nation. What
may seem disheartening to the casual obscrv-
er is that politicians are often changing their
positions or beliefs. Add the occasional scan-
dal, and we believe that politics is dishonor-
able. Often times the big picture is what
coun~and the person who cannot learn, grow
and change is often left behind. Pol iticians
represent w e the people and we often e lect
those-whom with we identify. With this logic
we are electing official v.ho represent us.
With that in mind. we must now acknowledge
\\e are in tact electing shadow representatives
of ourselv cs. Politicians do the good we want
. but when they do bad we punish them. This
is in some ways hypocritical. we don't punish
ourselves and our neighbors that severely.
Plus w ith 535 federally elected otlicials and
countless state and local representatives :-ou
figure that a few bad apples are going to slip
through.
The thing to remember though is that elect-
ed officials get into politics for many reasons.
Some do it because of deep belief that in order
to enact change they must somehow be at the
forefront of the tight. Others get in for power.
Many candidates get involv ed as a way to \ al-
idate their bel iefs and protect those beliefs.
.,\i1 in all. the entire spectrum of democracy is
represented, and before \\ e can elect those
representativ es \\ ho reflect those ideals \\ hich
arc the best in us we must first become peo-
ple of better character,
Bv Irev or Broukins
I ~'l',l!l.: d~"ilh.l' feeling ... l)rr: fpr ;.irl\()nl.'
["\C':.lLbe It J:-. 'ouch ;.in :.lrrogant ell1()tlon.
"'.;":1eth:- i \.· " " . I reel :.:'trcmcl: o..;orr) for e\ er)-
\,rk' ;n "'.:\.:\\ 'l\'rh Cli\ On I cb 2~, the l"'1:
1, '\ ,I-.. ~re,lt k~:~',- b.1Ck" .lrd 1!1 :....lCe rela!!\m,-
I \IU, \\ !litc Di.);:ce ~,t"fi-.: .... r:-. \\cre JCLjuitteJ 0;-
,11; .:hJr:;cs in th':l:- (c!:>l...... ~d' ~ho()t1r.g. an
IlrtcV[llCJ Blcll...;'" m,l!1. I he; k.i lied him: thi:;
f:lc! \\ilS nC\l:r dl:,>puted. ! he; tired -+ i huilct~
\\ ith ll) hitting their target; neither \\as thIS
disputed. Hut \\hat v.a ... up for di~rute \\ere
their actiorb. It \\as determined that not onl:
,lr\.." ~ q nut of ...l i rounds not enough for nne to
CdlKluJe murder. hut :he\ .ire not c\en cn{"lugh
:0 In:"cr I1lcUl::-.bughtcr. ("Ir c\en :-eLkk~" i.lOd




The Caste Of Character
Politics and Stuff:
Pride. honor. loyalty, v. hat
do these few words have in
common? Character, each
one of those 'Words express
an ideal to which we aspire.
Pride within oneself.
Honor to do the right thing
because it's the right thing.
Loyalty to ones people and
M k H
nation. Although this mavar eron .~. -
seem an unattainable ideal,
especially v.hen it comes to
politics. I disagree.
Politics to me and those \\ ho still believe in
fighting for a cause is an honorable profes-
sion. This profession or cause (as I refer to it)
brings out both the best and the worst in peo-
ple. Politics inspires one to pit all their intel-
lectual and physical capabi Iit ies at their dis-
posal to tight for a cause that) au believe.
That is why I am so g~ad to hear all the
major candidates talking about character. At
a glance this is good. Because as much as this
politics brings out the best in people. it is also
a profession where 10) alt: is the first creed
and betrayal the second. and those \\ ho hav c
equipped themselves with honor have felt the
w rath of both.
Pol itics is that profession \\ here) Oll can
tru ly tell who your friends arc. Often times
betray al is expected of the enemy or the oppo-
sit ion, hut that is not the case. Betrayal often
comes from ail ,til: or friend. A poliiic ian
respects tilt: rules of the game and p!a~ s it to
Voices of the Proletariat.
.~nL1 tlk' hv stcri.; pf the Ik'\\ mi ilermiurn die'
l~O\\n. the reali/,Irion th~lt Black Hi,t\1r:- \1unth
lll~~ rJ.~ ....ed h: "dtles on renr"liC'" brain". \\ Ith
ttlC ,>aune~s that th: prc'. J\ )U~ "t,:lL'l11e',; \-\ :1"0
n,ade ;1nt tTl sarca::-m, hut r;lthc~· :i1 b-:t. ,1 que... -
11,)11 (P.ne,> to mind
I L:~ the Bb..:k CU1Jll11unlt' [1,--,..\lll1l.' l.\)!l1f':,!Ct:il:
\\ nh '\1l.';:- cunent o.;l.ltll ... ·' I)() tn\.': !eel th~11 ,1 lor
':1 ,,', 'i t,or,!tc \1:1l.TIc.1 ildl a"o ~I 11ldiJ hut c1'- .! C'.. ~ ..
;".lr~ltl' l.'Il1t1I())et:, '-Ult and lle .. ltlC :-e<.1f 2lJtl\1
,:qlll\ilknt PI' ..l(l :.ll.'rl.·o.; ,1l1d mulL' .. - ah... \lhe"
,hem t.-om thl.' \)ppr-: .,-jon lhh .:;> '::ll.'"11 i" de-;ignl'd
[0 pt:rpl.'tllcltt:·'
~()ml.· nf fl1\ hro\hers and ..,I ...ter .... ,it Baruch
...eem ,0 kd that \\ J.~. \\ ith st,ltl'm:.:nts Itke. "the
P:lst i:~ !hl' pa~t:' illlO... it".... not .1 Bide\-. drKJ \\ hlte
'""ue iiil:l1h)re -- it"" ~dl .Ihollt nh1nl.'):· ang.e:-
me. H~l\e fX'nrll.' hcl.'fl SI) dt:Cl.':\l.·d.' '\rc .\OU '>\'
.lh~(lrh(.·d in the \1l1l.'IIC,H1 dreiU11 thilt : ou sleep
("In real it: '.' H()\\ Ciln .:Oll ~a~ tlla!".'
( )ne brother 3'>J..ed !:o\\ d\) \\ l.' .1,,· h le\ \.' l.h.H1t!-l.'.
thl:n ,lnw,ered him ....elf h: ... lcltll1~. through unit:-.
\ h rl.· .... rlm ....l.' !l) him i Ilu\-\ ".1f1 Biad, .... achie\-L'
UIlIt) ,-\hlit.' brother lilJ ... i~tei'" ,IIC tL:l.'ljill~ int\'
.: .:ili'I~~dl ... t!C \\ a:- \"If thill!..''':;' "-11 '\ iI1~ l\)r .i(lh~
ill Ihl.' hll~inc~s anJ t:conllIl11l. tield hoping tn
P1.th.l.' '1 dullar (ILlt of fifteen cents, and hciie\ ing
that if I just get thi~ Jollar. BIa~h. pl.'opk \\ ill hl.'
nka~. l nit.: come~ from l ;\ I! B.\ heli~\ ing in
l.·orpor3te .-\merica, ) uu art: keJ Ing. 111to a S~ ~tern
hased upon indi\ iJlIal i~m C'.lpit,dislll IS nut
designed t(.1f e\'eryone to get :1 ~Iice of Devil's
pie. And in this count!! the pt.)\\, ers that be
understand that sO the) designeJ their suprema-
cy to empower them and disable lI'. ,"·c are the
people '\merica didn't v"ant to get ahead. Leam
)uur histo!!. It· ... ali laid out. Read people. I am
not just talking about those management .
financc and accounting hooks. Those books can-
not teach you how to survi\ e in this v.-orId being
Black. If you choose not to put together the
usual programs dedicated to Dr. Martin Luther
King (v.ho, by the way. is not the only Black per-
son v.ho committed his life to bettering his peo-
ple) at lea..,t live Jour life' keeping the fight so the
would not have died in vain. Think about what
you will do once you graduate trom Baruch. You
have the ability to use your knowledge for the
benefit of your people. Where their is no vision,
there is no hope. Set your eyes on the ultimate
goal. TO BE FREE!
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self in it - until the line between reader and
writer begins to mesh. For this reason, I can-
not title something ....car" for immediately your
preconceived ideas may impede this meshing
of mental culture. Since I have seen the work
ethic, selflessness and perseverance of this
team, I am happy to title the Statesmen as the
35th Annual CUNYAC Con Edison
Basketball CHAMPIONS!! Kudos!
We wish the team continued success in the
NCAA tournament. Please c<?ntact Ralph
Sirianni for information on vans leaving to the
games --(212) 387-1274.
that defies logic for the two teammates that did
not really get along will embrace, the coach is
no longer a coach. but a friend and we are all
reminded that everyday should be like this.
There is no purer feeling than winning the big
dance, winning it all.
It is the one time, the interim president may
not scold you for cursing out loud in disbelief
or unadulterated joy. I was asked once why
most of my poetry is untitled. The answer is
that we all bring something to the jable. In
other words, it is not a team until all the play-
ers' give fully of themselves: It is not a poem
until the reader interprets something ofhis/her-
~j_.r~:
depressive and need...oh, back to my column.
Andre Agassi and Stephi Graf are getting
married. Ill!!!
The Knicks are kicking some serious butt as
of late. I can't wait to see Ewing try for his
first championship again next season.
The Rangers aren't having much luck, but
keep on trying. Remember, if you play hard
you are still a winner. No one sucks in the
Minners Commentary Comer. No one except
John Rocker, of course.
Wow! This column is kind of dry when ;.~
doing my best to be in my happy zone. all tra-
la-la like. Ah, you'll like me anyway. and I
love you all the same.
Lastly, Mick Foley seems to have wrestled
his last match last Sunday. What a match. He
took a fall through the top of a cage and went
right through the ring. The crowd screamed in
unison, "Holy Sh*t!" several times, while
even his opponent, Triple H looked on in
astonishment. I couldn't
believe my eyes. What a talent. He even had
me chanting, although my chants were a lot
tamer.
I enjoyed watching Foley wrestle. He made
it very interesting and he'll be sorely missed.
He was a testament to the fact that dreams can
come true.
That's all for this addition of the Minners
Commentary Corner. I hope everyone
enjoyed the ride.
Have a nice day!
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ended.
Rankis would later simply state that he is
very proud of all his guys. He would go on to
say that Baruch is geared toward graduating
people who wish to make a lot of money and
basketball is an extra-curricular activity.
Rankis added that many people, however, do
not see the dedication, pride and effort that all
the athletes put in. Athletes meet for at least
two hours everyday and they must always rep-
resent their school; athletes should perhaps be
awarded two credits for all that they do.
Baruch. has no Campusor a gymnasium which
means that his team has gone above and
beyond what is expected of it under those cir-
cumstances. But what really makes Rankis
joyous is seeing his seniors like Trevor
Brookins and Mitchell smiling after the By Jon Minners
biggest win in school history. The last thing Asylum Editor
Rankis said is that he could not have had a suc-
cessful season without his coaching staff and Hello there people. How are you all doing?
This is another edition of the Minners'without his bench players, like Kevin Chung
and Cliff Deguerre who may not have gotten Commentary Corner. I hope you enjoy it. If
the minutes that they wanted, but were invalu- . not, I'll justhave to try harder next time.
able in helping starters to hone talents in prac- People have been wondering who I am. The
consensus is that I am some sort of wacko.tice or by urging players on during games.
I must point out that Len Mitchell made the Yes, this must be true. Hopefully this new
CUNY first team all-stars and Lou Pento medication and periodic electric shock treat-
made CUNY second team all-stars. In the ment will help make me a much ni~er pe~o~,
tournament, Pento got MYP, Mitchell made Baruch won t~e C~NY Cha~plOnshlp In
fi t d C h I d fi t t m basketball. Nothing brings a smile to my faceITS team an 0 en a so rna e Irs ea . - -
Lastly, with Mitchell's 13 points, he became more than talking about colleg~ spo~s and to
th II ti leadi c. B h see Baruch win a major championship makese new a - ime mg scorer lor aruc,
surpassing Scott Holloway by a mere point me even happier. Go Baruch! I hhope we~
with 1,544. one day say the same about t e women s
I can literary go on and on, but I shall end by team. .. .
. h t I . h II th . II I ddi Daryll Strawberry struck out again In his OOt-saying t a WIS a e sernors we. a 1-. .
tionallv th k the team for the time we shared tie With drugs. People are talking about never
mdf y b ~" 't h d t ki letting him back in baseball. Pete Rose saidan lor rmgmg lome an no rna 109 me
look like I didn't know what I was talking he'd bet the fann that they'll let Strawberry
about. The night of the game, I had so many back in before they even consider letting him
thoughts running through my head and the return. Back to Strawberry though. I really
strongest one was that the Diallo verdict would fell for the di
deteriorate some of the race relations in the guy. He deserves a break. .Drugs a;e a IS-
. Whil I k th t thi th ht i t e t ease. These baseball officials don t under-City. I e now a IS oug IS ru 0 ., •
d It· thrill' t 1""':1, around and stand what It s like. They should take somea egree, was so 109 0 VW' h.wai h ' he
h . th ak f h . bvi .. s drugs and then see...o , walt, I guess t at s tsee t at In ewe 0 suc an 0 VIOUS InJu_- . .
tice, people of various socio-economic and wh~te pomt. Never mind, .
ethnic backgrounds were celebrating like Drugs are oo~; ~-kay, unless perscribed ~o
brothers. That even as we disagree in every- you by a psychiatrist who says you are marne
day life, for one moment we saw only laughter
and near tears, that we saw a coach doused in
water and this elicited joy for the coach for all
of us because we were the champions. we are
the champions. It is that one moment in sports
BARUCH WINS FIRST CUNY CHAMPIONSHIP!
Sponsored by the Counseling Center and Career Development Center
For more information call Becky @ 802-6840 or Eliza @ 802-6~10
DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
Volunteers needed for asthama studies
Harlem Hospital & Columbia Universityare studying ways
to improve the treatment of asthama at no cost to you.
You can earn up to $2700. For info call 212-939-8360
Garage Space for rent
Locate~at 156th :46th avenue i.n.Flushin~, NY.
Asking rent of $175-$200 but, It IS negotiable.
The deadline is February.20, 2000. Page me at (917)759-7888
with code #156 or e-mail me at Ku_Jenny@HotmaiLcom.
IIGRIEF AND LOSSII SUPPORT GROUP




An ongoing group for people who have experienced the death of a friend or family
member within the past year.
Continued from back cover•..
There were a couple of things that Rankis did
in the game that I initially questioned, but as I
said, the win is the most important thing! Most
notably, would be that he did not play his frosh
shooting star, John Alesi. I thought this deci-
sion would c,?me back to hurt him especially
when we were down by eight points and Perry
Tsilogiannis, the other pure shooter, did not
have a good start. The difference between the
two is that Tsilogiannis can defend better than
Alesi. Lsat next to Alesi whenever 1 wasn't
out of my seat cheering, that superstition thing
again. and throughout the game he would say,
... Put me in I'll make that shot" whenever we




shots. As upset as he was that he was not
playing, he still pushed his teammates .to
excel.
The other thing, which I expected, was the
shortening of the rotation. Rankis -does this
every year and to be honest, most coaches do
this because in the end you want to win and
die with your best on the court.
Subbing players in and out of games is
arguably the most difficult part of the game
and I felt that some of the players that got four
or two minutes could have gotten another, but
again we won so it all ~worked out well!
Moreover. all the players, bench players and
starters were supportive ofeach other and they
all seemed to rejoice equally when the game
"There will be a num-
ber of people going
to jail."
does not work.
Lastly, the SEC should bade away from "pre-
tending to be a regulator."
Instead. Briloff relishes the time when the
burden will be put on the firms and the individ-
uals at the top who run them.
Then, contends Bri Ioff. the accounti ng pro-
fession will be worthy of his professor. mentor.
colleague and beloved friend, Emanuel Sachs.
....J feel I am perpetuating his commitment." said
Briloff.
Now Briloffpasses on this bit of advice to his
students: "Let the accounting profession be res-
urrected as a profession."
Students wait In line at a job fair last .....ter. The
.....second annual Marketing Expo will be held Friday,
March 10 In the Conference center. (PhotolSarah
Ash~)
Baruch's Professor Emei ltus Abraham Brlloff. Briloff recently spoke









sees the SEC. and
the boards that it




w ith the firms:
The firms that this
agency was creat-






"I tell you that
they will be cut
dow n at the knees
if they try to do
something." he
said. "There are
big bucks going to
Congress."
Sti II. there may
be a bright light at
the end of the tun-












such illegalities with increasing alacrity.
"We are seeing more and more lead stories
of accounting scandal." says Ainsburg, who
cited a Jan. 7 lead article in the business section
of The New York Times.
The article dealt with a recent SEC report
that found 3 lout of 43 partners in
Pricewaterhouse Coopers' top leadership guilty
of committing at least one infraction. Five part-
ners were dismissed.
But Briloff would like to see a fundamental
rethinking of the ways in which our accounting
system operates. Far from merely railing out
against offensive firms, he offered three recom-
mendations for revamping the system.
First, he suggested the notion that compa-
nies must use certified public accountants
should be done away with.
Second, accountants must stop insisting on pro-
mulgating the book of rules, which he contends
in meet and greet with representa-
tives of top
corporations in the metropolitan
area. "When I first chose to be a mar-
keting major, I was told by many
people that it was a tough field to
find a job in. But "if companies like
Met Life. Philip Morris USA and
Bozell are coming here to recruit
marketing majors exclusively, then it
must mean that we are a hot com-
modity," said Patterson.
Students interested in attending the
Marketing Expo are urged to go to
the marketing department to register,
as appointments for interviews are
becoming scarce. Students are
required to .register in person with
their Baruch J.D. and bring copies of
their resume for each company they
would like to interview with.
.-
interpreted as being creative with numbers.
Say. arbitrarily add a penny here. take a penny
away from there. and hope that in the end
everything adds up: what Briloff calls topside
adjustment.
In harsher terms. however. "cooking the
books" could be viewed as cheating stockhold-
ers out of millions- sometimes billions- of
dollars. This was what Briloff came back to
Baruch to discuss. and barring a few passionate
sidebars regarding his personal situation, that is
exactly what he did.
Speaking in front of a small group com-
prised largely of journalism students, BrilofT
expounded upon the current state of accountan-
cv the lack of ethical standards in the industry.r :
and his fix for the system.
Briloff excoriated w hat seems to be an
increasingly common practice of fudging num-
bers. One reason this is done. according to
Briloff, is because CEOs are becoming more
caught up in Wall Street prognosis than docu-
mented facts: that is to say. actual earnings or
losses. "The market place produces artificiality
and the firms are obligated to reproduce it:'
warns Briloff. "The accounting report is not an
historical document. as it should be. Perish the
thought that 'one of those Internet sites don't
lose as much as Wall Street predicts."
One example of a recent scandal involves
Disney's $19 billion takeover of ABC. Briloff
wrote an article for Barron's weekly newspa-
per. exposing what he says were "deceptive
practices:' Spokespersons for Disney. however.
contend that Briloff"s report was erroneous.
The question in point involved Disney's
undisclosed reserve of $2.5 billion from its pur-
chase of ABC. It is Briloff's assertion that this
reserve accounted for profits at the time.
Specifically. BrilofT contests Disney's
practice of transferring $4. I bitlion in future
programming commitments from' ABC to the
$2.5 billion in liabilities. He points out in the
report that ABC accountants' final statement
ending 1995 did not account for those liabili-
ties
Disney claims that such practices are com-
mon, Time Warner Inc., Seagram Co. and
Westinghouse Inc. engages in similar practices
w hen they purchased Turner Broadcasting
System. MCA Inc. and CBS Inc., respectively.
Furthermore. Disney contends that. such prac-
tices. regardless of moralitv, are necessarv con-
~ . .
sidering the competition.
But Briloff''s article was largely ignored.
By the end of 1998, he said, the secret reserve
of $2.5 billion was exhausted. "From then on
out. the price was being paid." Although gov-
ernment officials and accounting organizations
have recently become more outspoken, Briloff
is skeptical that any real change will occur.
Arthur Levitt. chairman of the Securities
and Exchange Commission, has made waves
with his denunciation of such questionable
year. twice the number of companies than at
last year's Marketing Expo.
Students who are majoring in Marketing and
have graduated. or will graduate. from Baruch
College by the summer of 2000 are encour-
aged to sign up for short Interviews with up to
four companies of their choice.
On the day of the expo students can sign up
for additional interviews with recruiters, as they
become available throughout on the 'day on a
first come. first sen e. basis.
Daily registration is currently under way at
the Marketing Department. Room 823 in the
26th Street Building from 9 am to 4 pm. The
last day to register is March 8.
This event offers a great opportunity for mar-
keting students. especially at a time when a
RaDIch senior's.anxiety is at an all time high
about getting a "real job:' Candie Patterson, an
advertising, marketing and communications
major. who is graduating in June.
Patterson is excited to receive a head start
To Come to the Conference Center March 10
If Abraham Briloff seems passionate about
ethics in accounting. he has good reason.
Briloff, Baruch's professor emeritus in
accounting. who for decades has been lauded
as a scholarly crusader for fair practices in
accountancy. has been embroiled in controver-
sy lately
In a discussion of ethics in accountancy at
Baruch last Thursdav, Brilon' railed out against- -
a system he sees as ripe with corruption.
"Somehow there IS a denigration of that
which is accountancy.' said Brilon: now in his
80s. "We have contaminated this profession."
But Briloff's anger turned to personal
venom w hen the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants' top ethics panel
admonished him in 1998 for his own question-
able ethics.
The Joint Trial Board formally admonished
Briloff for several violations based on deviat-
109 from AICPA standards. Briloff contends
that his outspoken criticism of corruption
between accounting firms and corporations




"Bomenow there is a
denigration of what is
accountancy. ~~
~--- - --- - --~--
While BrilotT w ill readily admit that he
does not always follow \\ hat he calls AICPA's
"book of rules:' he contends that his expert-
ence and Judgement sometimes takes prece-
dence. So why was he admonished, Bnloff
asks?
"Because Briloff took on responsibility
higher than that in the book of rules." he
answered.
All parties agree that Bri 10tTs offenses
were minor The distinguished professor sees
this as evidence that ethical issues in accoun-
tancy should focus on the larger abuses of
power
Arthur Ainsburg. chairman of the State
Board of Public Accountancy, agreed and
offered this warnmg. "1 can ensure ) ou that
there \\ ill be a number of public indictments."
he said. 'There w ill be a number of people
going to jail. I think that the Big Five are gomg
to be under enormous pressure in the future."
The "Big Fi\e"" consists of Arthur
Andersen. Deloitte and Touch. Ernst & Young.
KPMG and Pricewaterhouse Coopers.
Specifically. Briloff is concerned w ith a
popular procedure "cooking the books:' or in
accounting lingo. "managed earnings."
In modest terms. "managed earnings" can be
-------
"Then it must mean
that we are a hot
commodity. "
Crusader for Standards in Accountancy
Addresses Baruch's Future .Journatists
Top Marketing Companies Seek Baruch's Best
By Tracey Ryan
Contributing Writer
What do Reuters. Time Warner Cable. Bozell.
Tovs "R" Us. and Tiffany & Co. have in com-..
man? They all will be attending the second
annual Marketing Expo on Friday, March 10 at
the Conference Center on the 7th floor of the
25th Street building to recruit graduating mar-
keting majors. Organized b) members of the
Amencan Marketing Association, Business to
BUSIness Marketing Society, Advertising
Society. the Marketing Department and the
Career Development Center, over twenty com-





BARUCH WINS CUNY CHAMPIONSHIP!
First Time That Baruch Has Won Thel Tourney
love it! Sensing the change, Baruch got some
quick steals and after a York time-out, the
Statesmen finally were ahead by a point.
Needless to say, the game would go down to
the wire.
In the second half, Baruch only had three
turnovers while York had 10, 16 for the game.
Yet Baruch would struggle in the final minutes
as the Statesmen could not hit free throws. In
fact, the Statesmen almost handed the game to
York. York just could not capitalize on
Baruch's miscues including a turnover by
Verzosa trying to get the ball to a cutting
Thomas with about a minute and a half left for
the game.
Though Verzosa and Thomas did not have
bri II iant statistical games, they were relentless
in playing defense. They also were key in
pumping up teammates. The one stat that
greatly disturbed me was that Baruch only had
three assists for the game. This means that the
team did not play with its usual fluidity, but
we'll take a win on any given day over style of
play,
The Statesmen had 10 steals for the game
sparked by Cohen who was spectacular to
watch on offense and defense: 13 points, five
steals, four rebounds and one huge block.
Mitchell finished the game with 13 points,
three steals. one block and 10 rebounds. Pento.
who would be awarded the Cl [NY MVP (Most
Valuable Player) award had 18 points. one steal
and a most impressive, 17 rebounds!
When the horn sounded to end the game, I ini-
tially could not hear it as the bench erupted in
a chorus of something in the middle of "yes"
and "yeah." But all I kept seeing in my head as
I felt g~ys jumping on me was Baruch 52, York
50. Baruch 52. York 50, Baruch 52, York 50.
Baruch 52, York 50. Thev had beaten us bv
~ ~
two points in the regular season, and now when
it really mattered, we returned the favor. I was
caught up in all the emotion and just wanted to
enjoy it all, from the picture-taking, to the cut-
ting down of the net. to the announcements of
first team all-stars and the announcement that
after all these veal's Rankis had gotten his first
~ -
win and Baruch's tirst CUN Y championship
win! Moreover, we were headed to the \Ie AA
tournament !
Continued on page 15.
tel' well. The Statesmen's nemesis in turnovers
came back to haunt them. Baruch had 11
turnovers in the first half alone! The team
appeared to be playing hard. but the shots were
not dropping. Additionally. the Statesmen shot
a woeful 1-6 from the three point line in the
first half.
Conversely, York shot nearly .500% from the
field en route to making five out of 10 three
pointers for the game. I was worried about a
number of things including the slow start from
Verzosa, Mitchell and Thomas. Low Pento and
Tyrone Cohen were the only two who seemed
.. f-rnail-Ken-yattoPioustowrUe for Ticker' -Sports!
ticker_sportS@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
to really want to win. By the end of the first
half. Baruch was down eight points, 24-32.
At the half. Rankis and the coaching staff cut
to the chase and let the team know its mistakes
and that it was now or never. As the team left
to go warm up. Mitchell, Thomas and Verzosa
stayed back and tried to rev each other up. I let
them know that they had been here last year
and they have not forgotten that bitter feeling
of coming up short, you never forget.
I could tell that Mitchell was either not buy-
ing all of my speech or was mentally else-
where. I took him aside and did something that
I am not proud of because it could have jeop-
ardized all of our chances to win: I. told
Mitchell that if he scored 10 points. he would
become Baruch's all time leading scorer and
that if he was comfortable with losing, he
could at least lose in style. I am a staunch
believer in the overall team game and not indi-
vidual stats, but I know that there is always the
game within the game. As a player you are
taught to best whoever guards you, keeping in
mind the overall goal to win as a team. A lofty
concept. I admit. My only hope was that
Mitchell would provide the spurt that all too
often serves as the catapult to the final outcome
in these kinds of games.
I also figured that Mitchell had to stop defer-
ring to the other players. From the beginning
of the season. we have told him that this is his
team. Ifhe plays to his caliber. the other play-
ers will feed off of him. Last year, Mitchell
seemed almost awestruck and did not help Joe
Liberato and Scott Holloway with the scoring
and rebounding.
As the second half resumed. Mitchell set the
tempo, scoring a couple of quick baskets and
playing defense with clenched fists! You gotta
cops were innocent." .
Baruch Student: "What! !'?? Man. that is
(expletive)! Do you know cops are taught to
shoot in sequences of three and then pause?
How can they have shot 4 I times without real-
izing that he wasn't shooting back and that he
was hit instead? (Voice rising) I am so MAD...
Store Clerk: (quickly extends bag) "Yeah,
that will be $6.53"
Baruch Student: (turns to friend as they exit
store) "What the hell is wrong with that guy?
You would think that I was trying to rob him or
something!"
Other Baruch Student: "Considering the
verdict. he probably did think you would rob
hi '"irn:
7:31 PM When I arrived at the Staten Island.
I was just in time for our game. Before we
could get on the floor, we had to watch the
Staten- Island women's team celebrate on the
floor after they won the CUNY championship.
I noticed that our Statesmen did not look
scared and even as I harbored dark thoughts. I
began to entertain the notion of setting a his-
torical mark. Baruch had, after all, gotten its
two biggest wins prior to the championship
win by defeating Staten Island twice at Staten
Island - on the ninth 78-67 and in the semi-
final game 66-53. These wins told me that
anything is possible!
The game began with Baruch trailing from the
very beginning. York appeared the quicker and
more nimble team. York set the tempo by run-
ning up court and shooting threes in transition.
And for our part we did not defend the perirne-
Lou Pento waving a defender off while looking for a Len Mitchell cut from the opposite side of the court. (Photo/Julia Dib)
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
And there I was after the biggest win in
Baruch history in the middle of a pile bodies. in
the middle of the gymnasium, screaming inco-
herently. There was Coach Ray Rankis being
hugged by any and everybody. There was VP
of Operations Dan Creange. Interim President
Sidney Lirtzman and Athletic Director Bill Eng
en. c.acina and looking for anvwav to bring- _..... -
this moment into reality.
And there was the audible sigh of relief from
the cheerleaders. \\ ho ~1tier winning 12 straight
{'L:" Y cornperitions. hal,e seen the Baruch
<tatesrnen lose the CL '\""'1' tournament over
.md over. Ihere \.. as the opponent huddled like
dead \.. eights in small clusters of three. four
.ind or" cour-.e those two or three players who
~tay hy themselves immersed in all the dejec-
.ion that flares up like bad sinuses after this
-.ind of loss. I sa\" that same play er last year in
.. conard vlitche!l. Oliver verzosa and Dave
lhomas. but titis year that player was smiling
or \\3lking around dazed, stung h)- the winning
>'ee. and obviouslv elated.
: t seemed so surreal that \\ e had just \\ on. I
\'. alked around and heard people tell me: .. You
were right! You were right!" lsaw the 00v1-
ous _:()~ in former playerteammate and now
bascba!l coach. <cott i.osche who \\as s lightly
noarsc from cheering. it \..as then that it all
carne reeling back to me - the day suddenly
seemed so long. in an attempt to understand
.... hat had just happened. I began to dissect the
events of the night.
The entire days before the game. I had this
premonition that this night was going to he his-
toric. that Baruch had to and would win as I
predicted in the Ticker (Issue 3, Volume 75)~
But I am slightly superstitious so \vhen I got
stuck on the train for over an hour because of a
sick passenger as I was trying to get to the
game, I thought this had to be a bad omen.
Furthermore, I couldn't get home to get
dressed in my nice linens. This was a crucial
setback and I figured another sign of bad things
to come because I had to look good when we
took pictures after we won the championship.
But what really convinced me that maybe des-
tiny would elope and change its address was
when. on the way to Staten Island. a group of
us stopped off in a grocery...
6:37 PM in a Staten Island grocery store -
February 25, 2000
Baruch Student (sees television and shouts
to clerk): "Hey. what happened in the verdict?"
Store Clerk (visibly shuffling): "Uh,
weII...the diverse jury decided that all four
Some Statesmen celebrating after the game. (Photo/Julia Dib)
....
.-.
